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Anything But Boring

Introducing the

ECONO Auger
We are excited to introduce our NEW ECONO
Auger to the Jeffrey Machine family of tools. The
ECONO Auger is our most economically friendly
tool with the same great performance you know
from Jeffrey Machine.
All ECONO Augers come equipped with .990
Standard Holders and Teeth.

Available sizes: 18” - 60”
PRICES STARTING AT $3,130.67 LIST
Price listed is for 18“ ECONO Auger.

36” ECONO Auger pictured.

BUY ONLINE NOW

Go to JeffreyMachine.com,
where you can now purchase
various parts.

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT:

MEET ALAN STEPHENS
Alan Stephens began working with Jeffrey Machine in 2011 as an Outside Salesman.
Alan celebrated 7 years with Jeffrey Machine this past January. Alan has known Jeffrey
Sager for over 20 years, prior to coming to work for Jeffrey Machine. “When an Outside
Sales opportunity came up, Jeff called me about pursuing that position. It has been the
best career decision I could have possibly made!”
How did you first learn about Jeffrey Machine?
20 plus years ago, when I was in the purchasing/parts position, for the biggest privately owned Electrical
Contractor in the United States, I was purchasing our augers from Jeffrey Machine. That is when I formed my
friendship with Jeff. We were friends a long time before he was my boss.
What do you like most about Jeffrey Machine?
The people I work with are always willing to help you in any way they can, that is from the Owner down. When
you work here, at Jeffrey Machine, we are all like family.
What is the most challenging part about Jeffrey Machine?
The most challenging would be trying to keep up with the customers needs, in the ever-changing drilling
industry. If the customer can think it up, Jeffrey Machine is willing to try it.
How has the company changed since you first started?
The company itself, has tripled in size with the amount of employees. The way we build tools has changed tremendously. Jeffrey Machine builds tools to
keep up with the ever increasing size of the drill rigs being used in the industry.
What is your proudest moment at Jeffrey Machine?
After being with Jeffrey Machine for two weeks, I sold my first tool, which was a Derrick Auger to a utility company, and Cindy and Casi (the ladies upfront at
the time) sent me a bag of Skittles, with a note, congratulating me on my first sale with the company. That shows the heart of the people that work at Jeffrey
Machine and it makes me proud to wear the Jeffrey Machine Logo.
What do you hope the future brings for Jeffrey Machine?
I hope the company continues to thrive and that I am a part of it. I look forward to many more years, working with my Jeffrey Machine Family. I look forward
to seeing what the future holds with Jeffrey Machine.
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